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From the black flannel: 

 1 square 27" x 27" (Q) 

 4 squares 7¼" x 7¼" (S)

From the red flannel: 

 16 squares 3⅞" x 3⅞" (R)

From the green flannel: 

 4 squares 3½" x 3½" (T)

Binding: 

 4 strips 2¼" x WOF 

Backing: 

 1 square 34" x 34"

Dark green wool – 14" x 15" 

Light green wool – 9" x 18"

Yellow wool – 12" x 12"

Dark red wool – 11" x 11"

Gold wool – 3" x 4"

Medium red wool – 7" x 9"

Black flannel – 1⅛ yards

Red flannel – ⅓ yard

Green flannel – ⅛ yard

Binding – ⅓ yard 

Backing – 1⅛ yards

Batting – 34" x 34"

Fusible web – 1½ yards (based on 

  17" width)

Lightweight tear-away stabilizer –  

 1⅓ yards (based on 20" width)

Perle cotton #12wt in colors to  

 match wools 

 53 large red beads

 60 small red beads

 Appliqué pressing sheet  

  (optional)

 Rotary cutter with pinking  

  blade, or pinking shears  

  (optional)

Skill Level: Easy ¦ Finished Quilt Size: 30" x 30"

Wool appliqué to enjoy during the holidays and beyond

Materials

In the amounts listed below, trace the appliqué 
shapes the appliqué shapes (pg. 46) onto fusible 
web and cut out, leaving ⅛" beyond the traced 
lines. Iron the fusible web pieces to the wrong side 
of the wool as follows.

    Dark green wool: 24 A, 24 B, 4 C, 4 D, 4 E, 4 F

    Light green wool (cut with pinking blade or  
 shears if desired): 4 G, 4 H, 4 I, 4 J

    Yellow wool: 4 K, 4 M, 1 N

    Dark red wool: 4 L

    Gold wool: 5 O

    Medium red wool: 48 P

Allow to cool, and then cut out the pieces on the 
drawn lines.

Note: Yardage requirements are based on 42" usable width of fabric (WOF).

by Vicki McCarty

Cutting

Please respect copyright 
laws. This pattern may be 
copied for personal use only. 
Reproduction for resale is 
strictly prohibited.

Christmas Berries 
30" x 30" 
By Vicki McCarty of Calico 
Patch Designs

Quilted by Thomas McCarty

Kits available at  
calicopatchdesigns.com

Christmas    Berries
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Adding the appliqué and embellishment

Create a full-size placement pattern by enlarging the pattern below by 400%.

Use the placement guide to place and fuse appliqué pieces onto the black flannel Q square.

Tip: I placed an appliqué pressing sheet over the flowers and center motif in the place-
ment guide and fused those stacked pieces together as a unit before fusing the units to the 
background. 
Allow the appliqué to cool, then peel each stack off the press ing sheet and fuse to the 
background.
You may use any embroidery stitches you like to complete the design. I appliquéd the edges 
of shapes A through P using a hand blanket stitch and matching #12wt perle cotton. I embroi-
dered a fern stitch down the center of the stems and a star stitch with chain stitching around 
the edges to complete the red berries. I stitched the gold center circles with a large lazy daisy 
stitch plus a star stitch in the centers.

Guide

enlarged

J

Enlarge 400%

Find a full-sized, printable placement 
guide at AQSblog.com.

Placement guide
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The placement guide shows additional decorative 
hand stitches in blue lines. I use Sulky Tear-Easy 
Stabilizer to transfer details from the placement 
guide to the project. This stabilizer avoids wetting 
the project to remove the transferring medium. Lay 
the placement guide on a light table and cover 
with a piece of tear-away stabilizer. Trace the blue 
stitching lines. Find the proper placement on the 
project and pin the stabilizer on top of the appli-
qué. Pin from the back to keep the thread from 
getting caught on the pins while stitching. 

Stitch on the traced lines using the recommended 
or your own decorative stitch. Tight stitches will 
perforate the stabilizer making it easy to remove 
from the project. In each star, I added the detail 
using an outline stitch and then sewed 5 small 
red beads to form the flowers shown by green 
circles on the placement guide. On the red flow-
ers and leaves, I used an outline stitch. On the 
red berries and the gold center circles, I sewed 
a large red bead in the center of each star stitch  

(fig. 1).

When appliqué and embellishment are complete, 
trim to 24½" square.

1

2a

2b

Piecing the Flying Geese
Note: Press seam allowances in the direction of 
the arrows.

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of each  
red R square. Place 2 marked squares on a black  
S square, right sides together, positioning as 
shown. Sew ¼" from each side of the marked lines; 

cut on the marked lines. Press open (fig. 2a).

Place a marked R square over the remaining 
S corners, as shown. Sew ¼" from each side of 
the marked lines; cut on the marked lines. Press 

to complete 4 Flying Geese units (fig. 2b). Each 
should measure 3½" x 6½" from raw edge to raw 
edge. Repeat to make 16 Flying Geese units total.

R

Flying Geese
Make 16

S

R

Flying Geese
Make 16

S

Embroidery close-up
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Quilt assembly

Assembling the quilt
Referring to the quilt assembly diagram, join 4 Flying Geese end to end to make a 24½" x 3½" 
border strip. Make 4 strips. Sew 2 to the sides of the appliquéd square. Join green T squares 
to the ends of the remaining 2 border strips and sew them to the top and bottom.

Quilting & finishing
Layer the backing, batting, and quilt top. Baste to secure. My husband Tom does all my quilting 
on a Gammill longarm. For Christmas Berries he echoed each of the appliqués and quilted 
holly leaves and berries in the remaining center block space. He stitched feathered triangles 
into the Flying Geese and a small petal design in each green corner square.

Sew the binding strips together for continuous binding. Finish the edges of your quilt with 
double-fold binding.

T


